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cost of living not too high; and national pride was pleasantly
titillated by the Napoleonic victories until the price to be paid
in a burdensome conscription began to be considered excessive,
so that even the defeats to French armies were accepted with
unpatriotic equanimity as the necessary conditions for the
collapse of Bonaparte.
Indifferent to the downfall of Napoleon, French public
opinion seemed equally indifferent about his successor; and it
appeared at one time that the final decision on the point would
rest more with the Allies than with France herself. It soon be-
came clear, however, that any settlement other than a Bourbon
Restoration, whether Bernadotte Monarchy or Republic, would
awaken the resistance of irreconcilable minorities, whereas
Louis XVIII. would be able to appeal to national sentiment
and to the forces of unreasoning conservatism. And so the heir
of Saint Louis triumphantly came back to his own—in the
baggage-waggons of the Allies,
The Restoration was looked upon at first as the least un-
satisfactory solution of a difficult situation, and does not seem
to have met with any enthusiasm, save in a few towns and areas
where Royalist feeling had remained comparatively strong.
There was an extraordinary gala night at the Paris Opera
(2nd April 1814) when a leading tenor sang of Alexander as
the King of Kings and of " the children of this Kingdom
being saved by William (of Prussia) and his gallant warriors,"
while the municipality of Bordeaux had welcomed the Due
d'Angoul&ne, the new King's nephew, and thanked the Eng-
lish, Spaniards and Portuguese for having met in the south
as in the north of France to replace the scourge of the nation
by a monarch who was the " brother of the people.'* But
contemporary witnesses are unanimous in noting the utter
indifference of everybody to everything save one welcome
phenomenon—the advent of peace, Vitrolles, one of the most
ardent of Royalists, was astounded at the universal cry of "Vive
la Paix " rather than " Vivent les Bourbons," and an impartial
observer, the Russian diplomat, Pozzo di Borgo, wrote in
September that " the Restoration was neither called for nor
desired before it took place/' The return of the Royal House
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